
Think like Bradbury 

Of course, the writer’s most valuable contributions to humanity are the questions 

his work raised. To think like Bradbury is to dream and to be aware of possibilities 

— the good, the bad, and the unknown. Ponder these and share opinions with the 

class: 

 What lies ahead and how can we best prepare for it? 

 Which socially unhelpful innovations he foresaw decades ago could be 

reversed or how could they be changed? 

 How can we protect the freedom of the imagination? 

 How can we all start believing that anything is possible? 

 

 

Bradbury advocated a daily dose of writing as a cure against the ills and sorrows of 

everyday life, a tonic that has the potential to energize all that we experience. 

Write away — with Bradbury’s voice as your guide!  

Choose one of the following. 

A  

Comment on the following statement corresponding to R. Bradbury’s views. 

Technological progress is only worth the effort if it enhances our humanity. 

What is your opinion? Do you agree with this statement?   

Write 200–250 words.  

Do not forget to include:  

– an introduction stating the problem; 

– your personal opinion and reasons for your opinion;  

– an opposing opinion reasons for this opposing opinion;  

– why you do not agree with the opposing opinion;  

– a conclusion restating your position. 

Try to use examples from R. Bradbury’s works or other science fiction books/films 

etc and history. 

B 

Write an article on R. Bradbury and his contribution to world culture titled The 

nearsighted writer who saw far into the future. 

Write 200-300 words. 



Do not forget to include:  

- an introduction stating the topic or posing a question; 

- the main body of 2-3 paragraphs; 

- a conclusion summing up your ideas or answering the question. 

 

C 

Write a short sci-fi story titled The least scientific person you’ll ever meet. The 

story should feature R. Bradbury as a character or refer to his work. 

Write up to 500 words.  

 


